
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL, FIRST DISTRICT
STATE OF FLORIDA

ED CRAPO, as Alachua County
Property Appraiser,

Appellant/Cross-Appellee, 

v. Case No.: 1D17-1895
Lower Case No.: 2015-CA-001554 

ACADEMY FOR FIVE ELEMENT
ACUPUNCTURE, INC., a Florida
Non-Profit Corporation,

Appellee/Cross-Appellant.
_______________________________________/

APPELLEE’S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR REHEARING EN BANC AND FOR CERTIFICATION

Appellee, ACADEMY FOR FIVE ELEMENT ACUPUNCTURE, INC.,

pursuant to Fla. R. App. P. 9.331(d), files this Response in Opposition to Appellant’s

Motion for Rehearing En Banc and for Certification.

Preliminary Statement 

This Court’s unanimous three-to-zero decision that the doctrine of

administrative finality applies in a tax exemption case involving identical parties,

facts and legal issues with no changed circumstances, is consistent with well-

established case law and legal principles and is of no exceptional importance.  There

are no conflicting cases or exceptional issues to warrant a rehearing en banc.  The
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primary case and tenet relied on by Crapo involve assessment of just value, was fully

considered and distinguished by this Court and presents no conflict with the instant

decision. 

Response

1. “A rehearing en banc is an extraordinary proceeding.”  Fla. R. App. P.

9.331(d)(2).  The case or issue must be of exceptional importance, or a rehearing en

banc must be necessary to maintain uniformity in the Court’s decisions to warrant a

rehearing en banc.  Id. 

2. This Court’s unanimous three-to-zero decision is consistent with well-

established case law and legal principles.  None of the cases cited by Crapo stands for

the proposition that a tax appraiser can year after year, or every few years, re-

challenge a property owner’s tax exemption even though nothing factually or legally

has changed from the prior year.

3. As this Court recognized, the primary case relied on by Crapo involves

determination of just value for purposes of taxation where rapidly changing

circumstances can effect valuation each tax year.  The tenet Crapo relies on, that “[a]d

valorem taxes assessed against property ...  must stand or fall on its own validity,

unconnected with the assessment made against that land during any prior or

subsequent year,” is rather unremarkable and particularly applicable to valuation
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cases.  See Container Corp. of Am. v. Long, 274 So.2d 571, 573 (Fla. 1st DCA 1973)

(emphasis supplied).  In Long, this Court held that the taxpayer “has the right to an

adjudication of whether in evaluating its lands for the tax year 1968 [at issue], the tax

assessor applied the standard of value embracing the capitalization-of-income method

as promulgated by the Comptroller” which was approved in 1968 (the tax year at

issue) by the State Planning and Budget Commission as required by the statute in

order to be applicable but had not been approved when the valuation issue was

previously litigated for the prior years.  The fact that the current litigation presented

facts and circumstances different from previous litigation, in addition to the tenet that

assessment of value is to be validated each year, was “an equally cogent reason” for

the holding.  Id. at 573-74.     

4. Most of the remaining cases relied on by Crapo (Motion, ¶¶ 16, 17)1 are

merely string-cited without pin-point citation to the proposition for which they are

cited and without discussion of the facts, issues or holding which further confirms

that a rehearing is not warranted, and the motion should be summarily denied. 

Moreover, the instant case is not in conflict with any of the cited cases.  See Page v.

1 Many of the cases are wrongly cited in Motion, ¶¶ 16 and 17 as Florida
Supreme Court cases though they are decisions of this Court or other district
courts (ex: “Haville, 125 So.3d 795 (Fla. 2012)”; “Dade County, 234 So.2d 709
(Fla. 1970)”; “Gardner, 52 So.3d 771 (Fla. 2010)”; “City of Fernandia (sic)
Beach, 714 So.2d 1070 (Fla. 1998)”).  
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City of Fernandina Beach, 714 So.2d 1070, 1076 n.5 (Fla. 1st DCA 1998) (citing

Container Corp. in a footnote for the proposition that the decision does not

retroactively alter prior determination which were not challenged and not in dispute);

Davis v. Macedonia Housing Authority, 641 So.2d 131, 132 (Fla. 1st DCA 1994)

(holding that a taxpayer’s failure to timely challenge the property appraiser’s notice

that it would not receive an exemption, constituted a waiver for that particular tax

year).

5. In the limited instance where non-binding cases from other district courts

are discussed, the holdings are grossly mis-characterized or wrongly stated.  See

Tilton v. Gardner, 52 So.3d 771, 778-79 (Fla. 5th DCA 2010) (evidence of

abandonment or discontinuation of use supported reclassification of property, and the

prior VAB decision contained a “caveat” that “credible use” was established “at the

present time”); Spencer Estates of Fla., LLC v. Havill, 125 So.3d 795, 796-97 (Fla.

5th DCA 2012) (holding limited to whether trial court had jurisdiction to grant

requested relief for contempt where final judgment had been complied with by the

property appraiser) (Berger, J. concurring specially that the proper remedy where the

property appraiser attempts to re-litigate without changed circumstances is to seek

sanctions under section 57.105 noting, “[continuing to reclassify the property year

after year without proper authority is a perfect example of government run amuck,
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which places an unnecessary burden and expense on the property owner to re-litigate

the same issue in order to obtain a refund of overpaid property taxes.”).

  6. In fact, the instant decision is entirely consistent and maintains

uniformity with precedent cases.  In Fla. Dep’t of Revenue v. Howard, 916 So.2d 640,

645-46 (Fla. 2005), cited by Crapo, the Supreme Court held that the statute requiring

the property appraiser to consider a Value Adjustment Board’s prior just value

determination in arriving at valuation for the tax year at issue did not interfere with

the appraiser’s constitutional mandate or discretion to determine just value and noted

the purpose and rationale for the statutory requirement: 

We cannot ignore the fact that VABs exist and that those boards have
been given a lawful role to play in the determination of just value. 
 
In effect, the Legislature is saying that the appraiser should not ignore
those relevant proceedings which may have taken place concerning the
assessment of the property in question.  In fact, consideration of the
VAB’s prior findings should increase efficiency and fairness in the
process by making certain that all relevant circumstances are considered
and by reducing subsequent appeals to the VAB.
  

916 So.2d at 645-46.  

7. In this case, the Alachua County VAB decided on the merits in 2008 that

the Academy is a tax exempt educational institution after a hearing was held by the

special magistrate to consider the facts and arguments by the same parties.  Crapo did

not appeal the 2008 VAB decision and allowed it to establish decisional finality for
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many years as to the parties, absent changed circumstances.  Se e.g., Florida Power

Corporation v. Garcia, 780 So.2d 34, 44 (Fla. 2001) (“A decision, once final, may

only be modified if there is a significant change in circumstances or if modification

is required in the public interest.”) (holding administrative finality applies to preclude

subsequent application based on prior determination of Florida Public Service

Commission).  “The doctrine of decisional finality provides that there must be a

‘terminal point in every proceeding both administrative and judicial, at which the

parties and the public may rely on a decision as being final and dispositive of the

rights and issues involved therein.’” Garcia, 780 So.2d at 44. 

8. This Court’s instant decision which confirms that the parties should be

entitled to rely on the 2008 decision of the VAB - which became final when the

property appraiser did not challenge the same though he could have – as final and

dispositive of the rights and issues involved absent a change in the facts or the law,

is entirely consistent with precedent cases and well-established legal principles.

9. The panel decision is of no exceptional importance, and Certification is

not warranted.   

WHEREFORE, Appellee requests that the Motion for Rehearing En Banc and

for Certification be denied.   
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the foregoing has been served

via e-mail on Counsel for Plaintiff/Cross-Appellee, John Dent,

jdent@dentmcclain.com and Jennifer McClain jmcclain@dentmcclain.com, this 24th

day of September, 2018.

Respectfully submitted,

DONNELLY + GROSS

S/ Paul A. Donnelly                                       
PAUL A. DONNELLY, FBN 813613
paul@donnellygross.com
JUNG YOON, FBN 599611
jung@donnellygross.com
2421 NW 41st Street
Suite A-1
Gainesville, Florida  32606
(352) 374-4001
(352) 374-4046 (facsimile)
Counsel for Appellee
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